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Aviation 
 

I A Airport charges subject to authorisation as defined in Section 19b 
of the German Air Traffic Act (LuftVG) 

Take-off, passenger and parking charges  
effective from 31 March 2024 
 

1 Take-off charges 
A take-off charge must be paid to the airport operator for the use of Nuremberg Airport facili-
ties / infrastructure by an aircraft. This charge shall cover central infrastructure services in ac-
cordance with Section II of this List of Service Charges insofar as the List of Service Charges 
does not provide for separate items.  
 
The take-off charge is based on the maximum take-off mass (MTOM) of the aircraft as speci-
fied in the certification documents, independent of any operating criteria. The MTOM must be 
proved with reference to the noise certificate or the Airplane Flight Manual (AFM) - Basic 
Manual - Section for Weight Limitations. Unless this documentation is submitted, the maxi-
mum known MTOM for this aircraft type will be taken as the calculation basis. Any change to 
the MTOM according to the noise certificate or AFM shall only be accepted if the airport op-
erator has been notified of the change at least one month in advance. Retrospective reduc-
tions will not be granted. 
 
The MTOM-based take-off charge also has to be paid for any touch-and-go landing. 
 
Take-off charges are as follows for motor aircraft with a maximum take-off mass of: 

 up to 1,200 kg (per take-off) €9.20 
 1,200 kg - 7,500 kg (per 1,000 kg of the MTOM or part thereof) €9.20 
 Over 7,500 kg (per 1,000 kg of the MTOM or part thereof) €19.04 

A reduced take-off charge applies for airlines that fly regularly to Nuremberg as part of 
scheduled traffic (Flight Service Type 11) or leisure traffic (Flight Service Type 21) using 
commercial aircraft with over 100,000 kg MTOM. This reduced take-off charge amounts to 
€4.76 for each additional 1,000 kg MTOM (>100,000 kg) or part thereof over the minimum of 
100,000 kg MTOM. 
 
Air cargo traffic (exclusively pure cargo flights operated under flight types 40 – 49, 65 as  
defined by FNG) 

 7,501 kg - 87,999 kg MTOM (per 1,000 kg of the MTOM or part thereof) €12.84 
 88,000 kg - 150,999 kg MTOM (per 1,000 kg of the MTOM or part thereof) €10.70 
 from 151,000 kg MTOM (per 1,000 kg of the MTOM or part thereof) €8.55 
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1.1 Discount for training and instruction flights 
For aircraft on training and instruction flights, the charges listed under Item 1 are reduced by 
40%. 
 
Training flights are flights made by civil student pilots from an authorised flying school that 
are necessary in order to meet the requirements to obtain a civil pilot’s licence or rating as 
defined by the German Ordinance on Aircraft Personnel (Verordnung über Luftfahrtpersonal 
[LuftPersV]) or JAR-FCL. 
 
Instruction flights are flights during which technical and aeronautical instruction is provided 
for civil pilots; the pilots to be instructed must hold a valid pilot’s licence and rating for the air-
craft type flown; the instructor must be on board of the aircraft. 
 
1.2 Discount for ambulance flights 
For aircraft on ambulance flights, the charges listed under Item 1 are reduced by 10%. Am-
bulance flights are direct flights to or from a hospital as well as the necessary positioning 
flights using ambulance aircraft. Ambulance aircraft are aircraft with specialised medical / in-
tensive care equipment. 
Ambulance flights must be announced in advance. Retrospective announcements will not be 
acknowledged. 
 
1.3 Incentives for noise-reducing control surfaces  
Any aircraft type that can be proven to have a vortex generator shall obtain a reduction of 
€30.00 per take-off upon receipt of the certification by the airport operator. 
 
1.4 Noise surcharges  
The take-off charge includes a noise charge for Category D aircraft. Aircraft in other catego-
ries shall receive corresponding surcharges or discounts on the take-off charge. The brack-
ets are derived from the average of the three certified noise values (take-off, sideline and ap-
proach) according to the noise certificate. Unless this documentation is submitted, the maxi-
mum known average of this aircraft type will be taken as the basis for calculation. Retrospec-
tive reductions will not be granted. Any change to the average according to the noise certifi-
cate or AFM will only be accepted if the airport operator has been notified of the change at 
least one month in advance. 
 
a) Certified in accordance with ICAO, Annex 16 

Category  *Effectively perceived noise in dB (aver-
age of the three certified noise meas-
urements according to the noise certifi-
cate) 

Surcharge/discount on take-
off charge  

A up to 10,000 kg MTOM - 
B up to 83 EPNdB* -20% 
C 83.1 - 87 EPNdB* -10% 
D 87.1 - 92 EPNdB* - 
E 92.1 - 98 EPNdB* +10% 
F from 98.1 EPNdB* +20% 
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b) Not certified in accordance with ICAO, Annex 16 

Category Propulsion type Surcharge on take-off 
charge 

G Turbo-jet +50% 
H Other propulsion type +40% 

 
1.5 Time-of-day surcharges/discounts 
Time-of-day surcharges/discounts shall be levied in addition to the take-off charge deter-
mined according to Item 1. The time-of-day surcharges/discounts shall be sub-divided ac-
cording to aircraft type: 
 

Category Time period 

Surcharges in addition to the 
take-off charge determined ac-
cording to Item 1 for all stand-
ard aircraft types 
(aircraft types not listed) 

Category I 22:00 - 22:59 (local time) 5% 
Category II 23:00 - 23:59 (local time) 20% 
Category III 00:00 - 04:59 (local time) 55% 
Category IV 05:00 - 05:59 (local time) 20% 
Category V 06:00 - 21:59 (local time) 0% 

 
The following aircraft types are classified as low-noise and low-emission aircraft types: 
 
Airbus A220 (221 and 223) 
Airbus A319neo (19N) 
Airbus A320neo (20N) 
Airbus A321neo (21N) 
Airbus A330neo (338 and 339) 
Airbus A350 (359) 
Boeing 737MAX-Generation (7M7, 7M8, 7M9 und MAX10) 
Boeing 787 (781, 788 and 789) 
Bombardier C-Serie (CS1. CS2 and CS3) 
Embraer E2-Generation (275, 290 and 295) 
 
An additional 10% discount is granted for these aircraft types in each category. 
 
1.6 NOX-dependent take-off charges 
The emission-based charge per emission value amounts to €3.07 per take-off. 
 
The emission value is the nitric oxide equivalent value per kilogram emitted by the aircraft 
during the standardised landing and take-off procedure (landing and take-off [LTO] cycle). 
The necessary data for aircraft and engine types will be determined according to a recog-
nised fleet database. 
 
The emission value is determined using the ERLIG formula 
(ERLIG = Emission Related Landing Charges Investigation Group, ECAC) on the basis of 
certified nitric oxide (NOX) and hydrocarbon (HC) emissions per engine during the LTO cycle 
according to ICAO Annex 16, Volume II. 
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Calculation formula: 
 
NOX,aircraft[kg] = (number of engines x ΣMode time [s] x fuel consumption [kg/s] x emission fac-
tor [g/kg]) / 1000 
 
If the HC engine emissions per LTO cycle exceed the certified value of 
19.6 g/kN, the respective NOX value of the aircraft will be multiplied by a factor a: 
 
a = 1;     if DpHC/F00 <= 19.6 g/kN 
a = (DpHC/F00) / 19.6 g/kN;   if DpHC/F00 > 19.6 g/kN with amax= 4 
 
Nitric oxide equivalent (emission value) of the aircraft = a x NOx of the aircraft. 
The emission value will be taken into account up to the third decimal. 
 
The basis for the determination of the emission values is the ICAO database for 
turbofan and jet engines (ICAO aircraft engine emission database) as well as the database of 
the Swedish Defence Research Agency (FOI) for turboprop engines. 
 
If there are more or divergent entries in those emission databases for one engine type, the 
highest recorded emission value shall be used regardless of the respective operating criteria. 
 
If there is no information or contradictory engine information for an aircraft, the highest rec-
orded emission value for this aircraft type shall be used. 
 
If an engine is not contained in one of the available emission databases and if it is also not 
possible to use a standard engine, the engine shall be assessed according to the German 
Aerospace Center (DLR) study of 28 February 2005. 
 
The operation of an engine type with lower emission values (e.g. due to different UID num-
bers or engine versions marked “re-rated”) must be proved to the airport operator by submit-
ting the Airplane Flight Manual (AFM) as well as the relevant ICAO certificate or the manu-
facturer’s certificate of origin. If this has not been proved, the airport operator will use the 
highest emission value known for the aircraft or engine type to calculate the charges in each 
case. 
 
Any increase or decrease in the emission values of an aircraft according to the AFM, the 
ICAO certificate or the manufacturer’s certificate of origin must be communicated to the air-
port operator immediately. 
 
Movements for which increased emission values are subsequently determined 
may be subject to subsequent charges; reduced values will be 
taken into account as soon as they have been demonstrated and verified. Retrospective re-
ductions shall not be granted. 
 
By way of derogation from the general rule, aircraft emissions shall be calculated as follows: 
 
Up to 1,200 kg MTOM flat-rate charge per take-off           €1.02 
1,201 kg - 10,000 kg MTOM flat-rate charge per take-off                                                      €3.07 
 
1.7 Surcharge for jetway positions 
A surcharge of 15% on the take-off charge shall be levied for parking at a jetway position. 
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1.8 Turnaround surcharge  
If the idle time for aircraft flying as Flight Service Types from 11 to 35 or 50 or positioning 
flights (Flight Service Types 61 and 62) exceeds 30 minutes, the aircraft shall be subject to a 
turnaround surcharge for the period between 31 and 120 minutes of idle time. By way of der-
ogation, the turnaround surcharge shall apply if the idle time for aircraft with over 241 seats 
flying as Flight Service Types 11 or 21 exceeds 70 minutes. Aircraft flying as Flight Service 
Types 61 and 62 that were not flying as Flight Service Types 11 to 35 or 50 when arriving at 
NUE are excepted from the turnaround surcharge. The basis for assessment shall be the dif-
ference between on-block and off-block time, which is stored in the AODB. No reasons for 
delay shall be taken into account. In the case of idle time of over 120 minutes, the turnaround 
surcharge will be calculated from the first minute. 
 
Turnaround surcharge from 31 minutes (or, in some cases 71 minutes) to 120 minutes idle 
time  
per minute and per 1,000 kg of the MTOM or part thereof                                                   €0.08 
 
No surcharge shall be calculated for base carriers (defined in Item 4.3) or night stops (de-
fined in Item 4.4). 
 
1.9 Baggage surcharges 
The following surcharges shall be charged for hold baggage in addition to the take-off 
charge: 
 
per item of hold baggage (without sorting criteria)                                                                 €2.15 
per item of hold baggage (with sorting criteria)                                                                      €4.30 
   
The airline is obliged to notify the airport operator of the number of sorting criteria at bag-
gage@airport-nuernberg.de before each departure. A general notification is sufficient for reg-
ular departures. If the airline does not provide any information, the highest rate shall be 
charged. 
 
1.10 Faeces disposal / Fresh water supply 
Faeces disposal per use                                                                                                        €96.64 
Fresh water supply per use                                                                                                   €96.64 
 
Base carriers and airlines with night stops in Nuremberg (see definition under 1.8) shall not 
be charged for draining liquids in the evening (for the last arrival of the day) or refilling in the 
morning (for the first departure of the day) during the winter months or upon request (e.g. if 
the temperature falls below a defined minimum). This requires a corresponding specification 
by the airline (e.g. Ground Operations Manual [GOM]).  
 
  

https://d.docs.live.net/918e645c4eb74419/Documents/Translation/Clients/Nuremberg%20Airport/NUE_2020_003/gep%C3%A4cksortierung@airport-nuernberg.de
https://d.docs.live.net/918e645c4eb74419/Documents/Translation/Clients/Nuremberg%20Airport/NUE_2020_003/gep%C3%A4cksortierung@airport-nuernberg.de
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2 Passenger charges 
In addition to the landing and take-off charges, a passenger charge must be paid to the air-
port operator. 
 
For commercial air traffic, civil military charters and military transport, the passenger charge 
shall be based on the number of passengers on board the aircraft at take-off. 
 
The passenger charge per passenger is:                                                                             €4.30 
 
Passengers are all persons on board the aircraft at take-off, with the exception of: 
 
a) Children under the age of 2 years, who are not entitled to occupy a seat. 
b) Crew members (crew on duty) 
 

3 Parking charges 
A parking charge must be paid to the airport operator each time an aircraft is parked at the 
airport. 
 
The amount of the parking charge shall be based on the highest maximum take-off mass of 
the aircraft specified in the certification documents. 
 
The parking charge will be charged for every 24 hours or part thereof and for each 1,000 kg 
of the maximum take-off mass or part thereof, and is based on the following list of position 
group categories: 

 
Category Position group Charged from on-

block time plus 
Charge per 1,000 
kg MTOM or part 
thereof and per 24 
hours 

1 Main apron N1 – passenger 
boarding bridge positions 120 minutes €6.11 

2 
Aprons S1 and S2 (GAT) posi-
tions and GAT flight types on 
Category 3 positions 

120 minutes €4.57 

3 Main apron N1 and N2 – remote 
positions 120 minutes €3.05 

 
The minimum charge shall be €5.21 for 24 hours or part thereof. 
 
If aircraft are expected to remain parked in excess of 30 consecutive days, a rental agree-
ment may be concluded between the aircraft holder and the airport operator prior to parking. 
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4 Blue Ocean Support programme 
Incentive programme offered by Flughafen Nürnberg GmbH (FNG) for improvements in  
connectivity and traffic development at Nuremberg Airport 
 
General / Requirements  
 
The following components of the incentive programme shall apply exclusively to airlines that 
fly regularly to Nuremberg Airport (NUE). Insofar as the incentive programme is not based on 
individual flight movements but on a certain number of flights, regular flight movements or 
passengers within a particular period, the flights and volumes examined shall always be 
those derived from flights that are operated under the same IATA/ICAO airline code and for 
which the respective flight number is not a code-share flight number. 
The only exception to the aforementioned conditions is the incentive for electrically powered 
aircraft in accordance with Item 4.1.1.  
 
With the exception of the components of the Blue Ocean Bonus incentive programme (BOB 
according to Item 4.2), all benefits shall be granted automatically by FNG if the conditions are 
met. The Blue Ocean Bonus (BOB according to Item 4.2) shall only be granted after prior ap-
plication and approval. The appropriate form must be used to apply. The application may be 
submitted via email to blueoceanbonus@airport-nuernberg.de. The airline shall receive a 
corresponding decision on the granting of the incentive once the application has been sub-
mitted and positively reviewed. 
 
The exclusive assessment basis for all components shall be the traffic data collected by 
FNG. With the exception of the Blue Ocean Bonus, all components will only be invoiced after 
the end of the respective traffic year (beginning of the IATA summer scheduling season until 
the end of the subsequent IATA winter scheduling season, the exact date being defined by 
the scheduling seasons published by IATA), after FNG has transmitted the corresponding 
traffic figures to the respective airline. The traffic figures shall be transmitted to the airline no 
later than 8 weeks after the end of the traffic year. FNG shall issue the airline with a corre-
sponding credit note once it has approved the traffic figures.  
 
FNG may discontinue the incentive programme as a whole or individual components thereof 
with effect for the future. Incentive commitments already granted under the Blue Ocean Bo-
nus programme (BOB according to Item 4.2) shall remain effective until their expiry. This 
shall not apply if continuing to grant the incentive were to infringe a law that has precedence 
over this List of Service Charges. 
 
Insofar as a condition for an incentive is that the service on an eligible route must be main-
tained for at least a percentage of the duration of an IATA scheduling season, in the event 
that a route is commenced / started during an IATA scheduling season, the assessment pe-
riod for this IATA scheduling season shall be the period between the date on which the route 
was dito and the end of the IATA scheduling season. 
 
  

https://d.docs.live.net/918e645c4eb74419/Documents/Translation/Clients/Nuremberg%20Airport/NUE_2020_003/blueoceanbonus@airport-nuernberg.de
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4.1 Incentives for environmentally sustainable air traffic 
FNG offers an incentive for the timely use of new, ecologically sustainable forms of air traffic 
propulsion at Nuremberg Airport. This applies both to electrically operated aircraft and to al-
ternative aircraft fuel, hereinafter referred to as sustainable aviation fuel (SAF). 
 
4.1.1 Electric aircraft  
In order to promote flight movements with aircraft powered solely by electricity (i.e. aircraft 
without an internal combustion engine) for both commercial and general aviation, the take-off 
charge shall be reduced to a fee of €1.00 per 1,000 kg MTOM or part thereof. This only ap-
plies to flight movements over the official and existing flight operation areas. Separate 
charges will be levied for future infrastructure (e.g. Vertiport). 
 
4.1.2 Use of alternative fuels / sustainable aviation fuel (SAF) 
FNG offers an incentive for the provision and future use of alternative aircraft fuel at Nurem-
berg Airport. FNG only offers an incentive for the use of blended fuel that is certified accord-
ing to the EU Renewable Energy Directive (RED II).  
FNG’s aim is to promote the use of fuels that are produced using only electricity from renew-
able energy sources and only residual material/residual biomass that does not compete with 
food production. 
 
For each 1,000 kg of SAF that can be added to the fuel tank, FNG shall reimburse an 
amount of €250.00 up to a maximum of €1,000.00 per refuelling/departure.  
The following conditions must be met:  
 
- The airline must prove that it has obtained the SAF for departure from Nuremberg in Nu-

remberg.  
- The incentive shall be granted per 1,000 kg of pure SAF over the statutory minimum mix-

ing ratio. The mixing ratio shall be taken into account accordingly. 
- The airline must provide FNG with this proof in the form of a receipt from the fuel service 

company for each departure (including flight number and date). 
 

4.1.3 Avoidance of short-haul flights  
New routes to destinations that can be reached by rail using a regular (i.e. several times 
daily) service with a maximum total journey time of three hours are excluded from the route 
incentive programme (Blue Ocean bonus). 
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4.2 Blue Ocean Bonus route incentive programme  
4.2.1 Basis of entitlement, definitions 
The Blue Ocean Bonus (BOB) offers an incentive for the assumption, establishment and sta-
bilisation of routes in order to further improve the connectivity of the airport and the region in-
sofar as this is not excluded by Item 4.1.3.  
 
Eligible routes under the BOB programme are those which have not been operated or have 
not been operated on a permanent basis in the seven years prior to the entry into force of 
this List of Service Charges (i.e. since 23 March 2014) and which are not operated by any 
other airline at the time of the planned start of operation. 
 
A route is considered to be operated on a non-permanent basis if no airline has operated 
regular services on the route for two consecutive scheduling seasons (i.e. at least once a 
week and for 80% of the duration of the relevant scheduling season). FNG shall not grant in-
centives if servicing a route is interrupted primarily by the Corona pandemic. In such a case, 
FNG must provide an appropriate reason for a refusal. 
 
The incentive period shall begin as soon as the first flight on an eligible route is operated. 
The respective destination airport (based on the 3-letter code) is decisive for defining the 
route.  
 
FNG’s entitlement for repayment: In the event that an airline receiving an incentive discontin-
ues the operation of an incentivised route during the incentive period, Nuremberg Airport 
shall have the right to charge the difference between the reduced charges and the regular 
charges for the period between the start of the respective scheduling season during which 
the route was discontinued and the time at which the route was discontinued. 
 
Resumption: A route that is incentivised and discontinued under this programme may be re-
sumed at any time by the beneficiary airline. If no other airline is operating the route at the 
time, the airline may be permitted to continue the interrupted incentive (irrespective of the 
length of the interruption) upon request. 
 
Equality of competition: If, from a certain point in time, another airline operates a route for 
which an airline already receives a route-based incentive under this programme, the second 
airline shall also be granted the relevant discount rate for the corresponding remaining period 
of the first airline, provided that the other conditions for the incentive are met. 
The criteria of equality of competition take precedence over those of resumption. 
 
Market disruption: If a route is discontinued permanently at short notice, i.e. unexpectedly, or 
if it is announced that it will be discontinued permanently at short notice, this route shall be 
deemed to be a non-permanently operated route from the time when the route is no longer 
operated. This applies only on condition that no other airline operates on this route. This 
means that an airline other than the airline discontinuing the route can apply for an incentive 
for the full duration of the programme under these provisions. 
 
All discount rates listed below refer exclusively to the take-off and passenger charges. Other 
selective airport services and surcharges are not discountable in this context.  
 
Routes already supported by a previous List of Service Charges with BOB-incentivised 
routes shall be transferred to the respective incentive year by applying the new incentive 
rates.  
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4.2.2 Blue Ocean Bonus for routes operated several times weekly 
These components are valid for all passenger traffic routes that are operated several times 
weekly from Nuremberg. 
 
Year Discount rate on take-off and passenger charges in the respective incentive year 

1 80% 
2 70% 
3 60% 
4 50% 
5 40% 

 
Requirements: 
- The route has not been operated or has not been operated permanently for the last 7 

years.  
- Flights on the route eligible for the incentive must be operated at least twice weekly. Only 

commercial departures in scheduled and leisure traffic (listed under Flight Service Types 
11 and 21) are eligible. 

- Flights on the eligible route will be operated for at least 80% of the duration of an IATA 
scheduling season. If flights on a new route commence within an IATA scheduling season, 
the 80% rule shall be applied to the period beginning with the first flight on the new route 
and the end of the respective IATA scheduling season. 

 
The BOB for routes that are operated regularly (several times a week) may be granted on a 
seasonal basis, e.g. for five consecutive summer scheduling seasons, in which case each 
season shall be considered a full incentive year. 
 
4.2.3 Blue Ocean Bonus for leisure routes  
By way of derogation from Item 4.2.2, leisure routes operated at low frequency (e.g. once a 
week) may be incentivised as follows. 
 
Year/Season Discount rate on take-off and passenger charges in the respective incen-

tive year 
1 40% 
2 20% 

 
Requirements: 
- Operation of an eligible route as defined above. 
- The number of flights on the eligible route must be at least one per week. Only commer-

cial departures in scheduled and leisure traffic (listed under Flight Service Types 11 and 
21) are eligible. 

- The number of flights on the eligible route must be operated for at least 60% of the dura-
tion of an IATA scheduling season. If flights on a new route commence within an IATA 
scheduling season, the 60% rule shall be applied to the period beginning with the first 
flight on the new route and the end of the respective IATA scheduling season. 

- Take-off must be between 06:00 and 22:00 local time. 
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The BOB for leisure routes may be granted on a seasonal basis, e.g. for two consecutive 
summer scheduling periods, in which case each season shall be considered to be one year. 
If the frequency is increased to two departures per week and the service period is extended 
at the same time, the route may be eligible for transfer to the conditions set out in Item 4.2.2. 
 
4.2.4 Blue Ocean Bonus route sustainability components (BOB+) 
For all routes that have received a BOB incentive or were assumed after 28 March 2014, the 
airline may apply for a flat-rate incentive of 30% to be applied to the take-off and passenger 
charges for a further five years. 
 
Requirements: 
- Previous incentivisation of the route under the BOB according to Item 4.2.2 
- For incentivisation under the sustainability components, the conditions for incentivisation 

under Item 4.2.2 (Blue Ocean Bonus for routes operated with several flights weekly) must 
be met for the entire incentive period of the route sustainability components. 

- A separate application must be submitted for incentivisation under Item 4.2.4 
- When deciding on the application, the basic eligibility criteria for granting the BOB under 

Item 4.2.1 must be assessed and justified why incentivisation is necessary in terms of 
connectivity.  

 
4.2.5 Blue Ocean Bonus for cargo routes  
 The expansion of regular cargo connections is incentivised as follows:  

Year Discount on fixed take-off charge Discount on fixed take-off charge for 
airlines with aircraft based/stationed at 
NUE 

1 60% 65% 
2 55% 60% 
3 40% 45% 

 
Requirements: 
- The route has not been operated regularly (i.e. for at least 2 scheduling seasons) for air 

cargo traffic from Nuremberg.  
- Cargo services must be operated regularly (i.e. at least once a week for at least 80% of an 

IATA scheduling season). 
- Only take-offs that take place outside of night-time hours (23:00 - 04:59 local time) will be 

incentivised. 

If an airline operates an existing service regularly (i.e. at least once a week for more than 
80% of the duration of an IATA scheduling season) with wide-body aircraft and actively offers 
air cargo capacity, it shall receive a 30% discount on the take-off charge on these flights. 
FNG must be provided with appropriate evidence that the cargo capacity has been sold.  

If a positioning flight is required to perform a single air cargo flight movement (e.g. in the con-
text of one-off cargo charter flights), a 50% reduction on the take-off charge may be granted 
at the request of airline. The prerequisite is that one flight movement (i.e. a take-off or land-
ing) is performed without a payload and is managed by the airport operator under Flight Type 
65 (“Positioning flights for cargo and mail traffic”).  
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4.3 Volume-based incentives  
FNG supports airlines that generate a significant and sustainable passenger volume at Nu-
remberg Airport. Airlines that have an aircraft based at Nuremberg Airport receive additional 
support because of their particular importance for the utilisation of airport infrastructure. 
The classification is based on the number of embarking passengers generated by the airline 
at NUE per traffic year. All embarking passengers generated by an airline in regular and 
scheduled commercial air traffic (conducted under Flight Service Types 11 and 21) from Nu-
remberg during a traffic year are taken into account. Irregular flight movements (e.g. diverted 
flights) are therefore excluded. 
The discount rates mentioned above are based exclusively on the take-off and passenger 
charges. Other selective airport services and surcharges are not discountable in this context. 
The crediting of volume discounts for routes that have already received an incentive through 
the BOB is based on the reduced take-off and passenger charges after deduction of the BOB 
incentive. 
 
Bracket (embarking passen-
gers per traffic year) 

Discount Discount for airlines with air-
craft based at NUE 

  75,000 - 124,999   15% 25% 
125,000 - 174,999 20% 29.7% 
175,000 - 224,999 25% 34.4% 
225,000 - 299,999 30% 39.1% 
300,000 - 374,999 35% 43.8% 
375,000 - 449,999 40% 48.4% 
450,000 - 564,999 45% 53.1% 
565,000 - 679,999 47.5% 57.6% 
680,000– 794,999 50% 61.3% 
795,000 or more 50% 64.4% 

 

“Based” means the fixed stationing of an aircraft upon which maintenance is performed that 
meets the minimum criteria of a ramp or daily check (R check) and whose crew is based at 
Nuremberg Airport. Proof of the stationing of a crew includes such measures as renting a 
crew room. 

If an airline operates its flights under two different aircraft operating certificates (AOCs) 
purely for reasons of traffic law, the resulting volumes may be jointly estimated in order to 
calculate the volume incentive. Proof of this must be provided to FNG and justification must 
be provided for such a joint assessment. 
 
If an airline provides a verifiable and comprehensible forecast of passenger volume for the 
coming traffic year, payment by instalments in accordance with the forecast volume scale is 
possible on request. FNG reserves the right to claim back any excess incentives granted or 
to apply a deduction for risk in advance. 
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4.4 Incentives for night stops 
FNG offers an incentive for airlines in positioning aircraft for night stops at Nuremberg Airport 
in order to optimise connectivity (e.g. to hubs), thereby contributing to the additional costs of 
crew accommodation and maintenance capacity. 
 
Category Incentive granted per night stop aircraft per 

month 
<100 seats €7,500.00 
≥100 seats €9,000.00 

 
The night stop at NUE must be available all year round (at least 80% of the IATA scheduling 
season) and must include an average of at least 4 stops per week. The first departure (after 
06:00 local time) and the last arrival (scheduled before 00:00 local time) must be from/to 
NUE and the aircraft must arrive from the same destination to which the aircraft is departing). 
The decisive factor in determining the classification is the aircraft that is used for over 50% of 
the night stops.  
 
The night stop incentive cannot be claimed if the base criteria are taken into account for the 
volume incentive.  
 
4.5 Winter Connectivity Bonus (incentive programme to stabilise flight services in the 
volatile winter scheduling season)  
All airlines operating regular passenger services to/from Nuremberg Airport (Flight Service 
Type 11 [Scheduled traffic] and Flight Service Type 21 [Leisure traffic]) during the winter 
scheduling season shall be granted a 25% discount on the take-off charge pursuant to Item 1 
(basic charge only). The granting of the incentive requires a permanent, regular service by 
the respective airline on the route concerned.  
This requirement shall be deemed met if the airline offered the route for 16 full calendar 
weeks during the IATA Winter scheduling season.  
The basis for this calculation shall be the service pattern (number of departures actually real-
ised) in Calendar Week 47. However, the airline must offer the respective route at least twice 
a week during this reference week. Furthermore, the incentive shall only be granted if the 
load factor (based on departures) for the respective route is ≤ 90% on average during the 
IATA winter scheduling season. 
 
The sole basis for these calculations is FNG’s official traffic figures. 
 
This incentive programme is subject to a time limitation. It shall enter into force at the start of 
the IATA winter scheduling season and shall automatically end at the end of the season. 
 
Airlines do not need to apply. Settlement shall be made automatically after the end of the 
IATA winter scheduling season providing the conditions are met. 
 
It is fundamentally possible to combine the Winter Connectivity Bonus with the incentive pro-
gramme for new routes, the Blue Ocean Bonus (BOB). In such cases the discounts shall be 
applied in two stages. The BOB discount must be applied for and shall be granted upon 
presentation of invoice. Applying the BOB discount results in a reduced take-off charge, 
which is then used as the basis to calculate the Winter Connectivity Bonus. The Winter Con-
nectivity Bonus discount shall be granted after the end of the scheduling season.  
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5 General conditions 
5.1. The debtors for the airport charges are joint debtors and include the following: 

a) the airline under whose airline code/flight number the respective flight is performed, 
b) as joint debtor those airlines under whose airline codes/flight numbers the respective 

flight is performed (code sharing), 
c) the aircraft holder,  
d) any other company that requests the airport operator to issue the invoice for the 

charges to its name. 
e) any natural or legal person other than the holder or owner using the aircraft, e.g. les-

sees. 
f) the aircraft owner 

 
5.2. The airport charges, as well as any value added tax payable, shall be paid in Euro prior 
to take-off. 

 
5.3. Payments may be postponed only if the debtor has made an advance payment or has 
provided FNG with collateral in the form of a bank deposit or a directly enforceable guarantee 
by a bank (surety agreement). In this event, the invoice shall be issued at the beginning of 
each calendar month for the previous month. Invoices shall be payable immediately upon re-
ceipt, free of charge and expenses, in Euros to one of FNG’s accounts. In the event of pay-
ment default, FNG reserves the right to claim interest on arrears of 4% above the respective 
base interest rate of the European Central Bank. 
 
If there is no surety agreement, any charges incurred must be paid prior to each departure. 
FNG is entitled to charge the respective airport charge immediately upon utilisation of any 
delivery or service. FNG shall issue an invoice to the debtor immediately. This invoice must 
be settled in cash or with an instantly effective means of payment that is accepted by FNG 
(credit card, EC/Maestro card). 
 
FNG may determine at its own discretion that appropriate and equitable collateral must be 
provided to secure outstanding or prospective receivables. FNG may also determine at its 
own discretion the type, maximum amount and any other conditions related to the collateral 
agreement. The agreed terms can be amended in response to any substantial change in cir-
cumstances. This applies in particular if the debtor is repeatedly or substantially in arrears 
with payments or if any other special circumstances result in a reasonable interest in a collat-
eral agreement. The statutory rights of FNG from reciprocal contracts remain unaffected. In 
particular, FNG may refuse the fulfilment of incumbent services, even if these are necessary 
for the performance of a flight. 
 
5.4. The amounts stated in this List of Service Charges and elsewhere are net amounts, i.e. 
German contractors must also pay the valid VAT rate in each case, unless the charges con-
stitute tax-free aviation revenue according to legal provisions and the contractor can provide 
proof of these provisions (Sections 4 (2) and 8 of the German VAT Act (Umsatzsteuergesetz 
[UStG]) e.g. by an air operator certificate (AOC). 
 
Contractors resident in and/or with a place of business within the EU must prove their com-
mercial status in writing in advance by submitting a valid VAT ID No.  
 
Any other contractor who is neither resident nor has a place of business in an EU member 
state must prove its commercial status by submitting an equivalent certificate from a third-
country authority (e.g. commercial register excerpt).  
 
The aforementioned documents must be sent to buchhaltung@airport-nuernberg.de. 

https://d.docs.live.net/918e645c4eb74419/Documents/Translation/Clients/Nuremberg%20Airport/NUE_2020_003/buchhaltung@airport-nuernberg.de
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If FNG advises in an invoice that the recipient double-check the invoice and make any objec-
tion to its correctness within a reasonable period, the invoice shall be regarded as correct 
and accepted if the recipient fails to object within a reasonable period. The reasonable period 
for doing so shall be one month starting from the issue date of the invoice, if FNG does not 
stipulate any longer period. The general legal terms regarding the consequences of silence 
in commercial transactions shall apply also within shorter periods. 
 
FNG shall send invoices in electronic form as PDF documents according to the provisions of 
German tax law. The customer agrees to this with its order.  
 
5.5. In the case of services for which an hourly rate is stipulated, the minimum calculation unit 
shall, insofar as it is not otherwise stipulated, be half an hour. In the event of longer utilisa-
tion, the sum shall be rounded up to the next half hour. 
 
5.6. If FNG purchases services from third parties on behalf of or for the benefit of another 
company, it may pass on the fee charged by the third party to the other company by adding a 
surcharge for the rendered efforts. The surcharge shall be 15% of the passed-on fee. 
 
5.7. Reporting procedures for passengers, cargo and mail 
 
a) The following information must be reported:  
- Passengers present at take-off and landing  
with the exception of on-duty cabin crew and children under two years of age, who are not 
entitled to occupy a seat. Last-minute passengers (last minute changes [LMC]) must be in-
cluded in the reported number of passengers. 
 
- Cargo and mail present at take-off and landing  
Cargo and mail include all items carried, regardless of whether parts of the load are carried 
on behalf of another airline (joint venture operation) or for the purposes of the airline itself 
(company and service cargo or mail). The masses of unit load devices (ULDs), e.g. contain-
ers, pallets, igloos, nets and equivalent devices, do not count towards cargo and mail 
masses. All mass data must be reported in kilogrammes (kg). 
 
b) The official flight report is part of the flight operations report at Nuremberg Airport. In addi-
tion to the information required by law and transmitted exclusively to the German Federal 
Statistical Office (Destatis), the flight operations report contains information regarding pas-
sengers, the number of seats per booking class, passenger structure, passengers per book-
ing class and the amount of baggage. 
 
The flight operations report must be produced using a system operated by FNG. Flight oper-
ations reports must be transmitted as a file using an FNG data transmission line. The re-
quired structure of this file is defined by the German Federal Statistical Office (Destatis) and 
FNG. The file must include all the date in the flight operations report and the official flight re-
port. The file shall be accepted as a hard copy only in exceptional cases. 
 
The airline must ensure that all necessary inbound and outbound messages for the prepara-
tion of the official flight reports and flight operations reports for FNG are prepared and dis-
patched. This generally involves such messages as load data messages (LDM), passenger 
transfer messages (PTM), movements (MVT), inbound connection lists (ICL), container pallet 
messages (CPM), statistical load summaries (SLS), etc. in the valid IATA format in each 
case. Passenger transfer messages must include the point of departure, the point of destina-
tion and the respective flight numbers. Personal data included in these messages will not be 
forwarded to FNG. 
 
FNG is entitled to store all relevant data.  
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he flight operations report must be transmitted to FNG no later than the day after the landing 
or take-off. If FNG does not receive the report, the maximum possible number of passengers 
and workload units for cargo or mail for the aircraft in question will be used to calculate the 
airport charges. 
 
The collection and transmission of the data included in the official flight report for the German 
Federal Statistical Office (Destatis) is regulated by the German Aviation Statistics Act 
(Verkehrsstatistikgesetz [VerkStatG]). 
 
In the event of any objections to an invoice, the relevant documents (LDM, load sheet etc.) 
must be submitted to ensure smootTh processing. FNG reserves the right to charge pro-
cessing fees if objections relate to missing or incorrect flight operations reports. 
 
Any objection must be filed within one month of the date of the invoice. In case of any further 
questions, please contact the handling agent or FNG’s billing department. 
 
5.8 Business relations between FNG and the user or other debtors are subject to the applica-
ble German law. The place of performance for each party is exclusively defined as Nurem-
berg Airport. 
 
If any part of these General Terms and Conditions proves invalid, this shall not affect the va-
lidity of the remaining provisions. 
 
The German version of these general terms and conditions is prevailing. Translations are 
provided for information purposes only 
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I B Airport charges not subject to authorisation 

 

6 PRM charge 
 
In addition to the charges pursuant to Section I A, a PRM charge is payable for the financing 
of assistance at airports for “persons with reduced mobility when travelling by air” in accord-
ance with EU Regulation 1107/2006 of 5 July 2006. 
 
Effective from 31 March 2024, the PRM charge shall amount to: 
 
Per passenger for passenger flights           €0.95 
 
(“Passengers” is defined as the number of passengers on board the aircraft upon take-off.) 
 
The above base price refers to a 75% quota for all PRM operations per flight movement re-
ported 24 hours before scheduled arrival and/or departure time in a flight scheduling season 
(winter or summer). If the reporting rate increases to between 75.1% and 80%, a retroactive 
discount of €0.05 per PRM operation calculated shall be granted. If the reporting rate is 
80.1% or over, the discount shall increase to € 0.10 per PRM operation calculated.  
Calculations shall be made once the flight scheduling season has been completed. 
 
The number of passengers on board the aircraft upon take-off shall not include children un-
der the age of 2 years, who are not entitled to occupy a seat. 
 
 

7 General conditions – see Section I A, Item 5  
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General Terms and Conditions for Ground Services: Flughafen 
Nürnberg GmbH 

1. General terms and conditions for ground services:  
Flughafen Nürnberg GmbH 

 
1.1 Handling services and standard 
If requested by an airline, Flughafen Nürnberg GmbH (FNG) shall conduct the ground han-
dling services within the scope of its technical and staffing abilities. 
 
Ground handling services shall be performed according to FNG’s usual procedures and inter-
national standard (ISAGO). 
 
FNG shall conduct the assigned services with trained staff. If the airline and/or FNG so re-
quests, both parties shall consult and support each other in the scheduling of staff. 
 
Charges according to Section III (Additional Services and Charges) will be incurred for any 
additional services that the airline has requested. 
 
FNG reserves the right to amend the Service Specifications any time; FNG shall inform the 
airline in writing at least 60 days before the amendment comes into force. 
 
Any services will only be rendered upon instruction by the airline. It is the airline’s responsi-
bility to obtain official permits etc. 

 
1.2 Flight plans / handling sequence 
In the case of regularly scheduled flights within a certain period of time, the airline shall pro-
vide FNG with its flight plans and potential peculiarities at least 3 months before it comes into 
force, so that FNG is able to fulfil the services according to these General Terms and Condi-
tions. 
 
Handling individual flights is only possible if they have been announced to FNG at least 24 
hours before the intended landing. 
 
In the event that an airline’s aircraft is delayed and the services to be rendered consequently 
overlap with services to be rendered to third parties, FNG reserves the right to structure the 
sequence of such services autonomously. This also applies to diverted landings, which FNG 
will handle within the scope of its abilities, flights that are announced less than 24 hours be-
fore the intended landing, and flights that are announced only one week before the intended 
landing. 
 
1.3 Emergency landings and accidents 
In the event of an emergency, FNG will take all possible and appropriate measures immedi-
ately and without waiting for further instructions by the airline in order to support passengers 
and crew as well as to secure the airline’s property and to protect its own interests. 
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1.4 Charges, payment methods, data protection and other general conditions 
 
See Section I A, Item 5 (General conditions) 
 
1.5 Liability 
FNG cannot be held liable for damages to the airline or for compensation claims against the 
airline in connection with the services rendered by FNG unless such damages or compensa-
tion claims are due to culpable conduct by FNG, its staff or its vicarious agents. 
 
In the event of damage to or loss of baggage, air cargo, mail or live animals, FNG shall as-
sume liability to the extent provided by its insurance cover but limited to a maximum amount 
of €2,600,000.00 Euro in each individual case. 
 
Notwithstanding Items 1 and 2, FNG’s liability in individual cases shall not exceed the air-
line’s liability towards third parties. 

 
1.6 Miscellaneous 
- Use of check-in counters: 

Check-in counters shall be allocated by Flughafen Nürnberg GmbH.  
 

- Use of CUTE in terminals: 
A per passenger charge will be charged for the use of CUTE in terminals in the check-in 
and gate area regardless of whether the handling is via CUTE or manual (see Section I B 
[Airport charges not subject to authorisation]). 

 
 
2. Service specifications for the administration and operations of central infra-

structure facilities 
 
2.1 Parking stands including facilities for marshalling/docking aircraft 
The parking stands on the apron are intended for handling aircraft traffic. Other use (e.g. 
long-term parking of aircraft, more substantial maintenance, engine test runs) is permitted 
only upon approval by the airport operator.  
 
In the apron area, the aircraft is marshalled by the airport operator or one of its subcontrac-
tors.  
 
Parking stands are administered and allocated by the airport operator. Aircraft are mar-
shalled to the parking stand by the handling agent’s staff.  
 
2.2 Passenger boarding bridges  
Passenger boarding bridges consist of the transitional structure, the staircase and the mova-
ble connector. 
 
Passenger boarding bridges are administered and operated by the airport operator.  
 
2.3 Disposal system for faeces 
The disposal system for faeces consists of  
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a) the faeces disposal station. This is located within the operations building. This building 
has facilities for filling the vehicles with water and disinfectant, as well as for draining the 
faeces into an underfloor tank, which is connected to the sewage system. The station also 
serves as a heated parking facility for the vehicles in cold weather.  

 
b) the faeces disposal vehicles.  
 
The entire supply system is administered and operated by the airport operator.  
 
2.4 Fresh water supply system 
The fresh water supply system consists of  
 
a) the fresh water station. This is located within the operations building and has facilities for 

filling and disinfecting the vehicles. There is a 380 V electricity supply for the operation of 
the circulating pumps installed in the vehicles. The station also serves as heated parking 
facility for the fresh water vehicles.  

 
b) the fresh water supply vehicles.  
 
The entire supply system is administered and operated by the airport operator.  
 
2.5 Waste collecting facility 
The waste collecting facility for the disposal of waste from aircraft handling (except catering) 
consists of separate containers for the various types of waste/recyclable material.  
 
Waste must be taken from the aircraft to the relevant marked collection facility and sorted 
into the relevant containers by the respective handling agent.  

 
2.6 Baggage handling system 
The baggage handling systems consist of 
 
a) the baggage sorting facilities and baggage transport for departing baggage travelling from 

the baggage check-in to the aircraft.  
 
b) the baggage claim facilities and baggage transport for arriving baggage travelling from the 

aircraft to the baggage claim.  
 
All baggage handling systems are administered and operated by the airport operator.  
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II Additional Services of Flughafen Nürnberg GmbH  

1 Terms and conditions for the conditions for the supply of goods and ser-
vices (additional services) by Flughafen Nürnberg GmbH 

 
 

 Placing and accepting orders 
Individual services and deliveries shall only be executed after placing a legally binding, 
signed order. Order placement is not the basis for claims on the execution of the requested 
individual services and deliveries; orders can only be accept reservation that the execution of 
the desired individual services and deliveries is possible.  
 

 Execution of orders  
Proper execution of the individual services or deliveries must be confirmed by the recipient 
on the order form.  
If confirmation is not possible, the party placing the order shall bear the costs if he is not also 
the recipient.  
 

 Billing procedures  
For services, for which an hourly rate has been defined, the minimum calculation unit shall 
unless otherwise stated in the list of charges be half an hour. 
The stated charges for equipment and vehicles are usually without the cost components for 
operating staff and drivers, unless otherwise stated; charges for staff deployment must be 
paid additionally.  
 

 Terms of payment 
See, Section I A, Item 5 of the relevant List of Airport Charges 
 

 Liability 
The party placing the order shall relieve FNG from any claims against FNG that, may be filed 
by third parties in connection with the execution of the order. 
The party placing the order shall be liable to FNG for any damages to persons or property 
caused by its or by acts of its agents during the execution of the order. 
FNG does not assume any liability for damages that, regardless of cause, are inflicted upon 
persons or property during or in connection with the execution of the requested services or 
that result from the making available of equipment, tools or facilities; this also if FNG has as-
sumed supervisory responsibility, except if such damages are caused deliberately or by 
gross negligence by FNG, its staff or agents. 
In the event of damage to or loss of baggage, air cargo, air mail or live animals, FNG shall 
assume liability to the extent provided by its insurance cover but limited to a maximum 
amount of €2,600,000.00 in each individual case. 
 

 Miscellaneous  
In cases of doubt, the German version is legally binding. The place of performance is Nurem-
berg Airport. The place of jurisdiction is Nuremberg. The valid Airport Terms of Use (Flug-
hafenbenutzungsordnung) are an integral part of this List of Airport Charges. 
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2 Additional services and charges of Flughafen Nürnberg GmbH 
 
effective from 31 March, 2024  
 

Tariff Item Unit  Amount  
31000 Fire brigade     
31100 Hourly rates for personnel     
31101 Fire brigade  incident commander per hour (HH)           224.62 €  
31102 Fire brigade supervisor per hour (HH)           179.74 €  
31103 Fireman (QE2) per hour (HH)           149.71 €  

31105 Guard duty for engine run (incl. 2 fireman and 
fire engine) per 30 minutes (HS)           329.23 €  

31200 Vehicles     
31201 Airport crash tender (FLF) per hour (HH)           408.31 €  

31202 Fire engines (rescue tender (HLF), water ten-
der (TLF)) per hour (HH)           165.47 €  

31203 Command vehicle (ELW,Kdow) per hour (HH)           102.71 €  

31204 Environmental protection vehicle (GW-U, 
RTW) per hour (HH)           115.01 €  

31205 Telescopic loader per hour (HH)           153.17 €  
31206 Swap body vehicle (without st-up) per hour (HH)           140.98 €  
31207 Arial ladder (DLK-42) per hour (HH)           234.47 €  
31300 Services     
31301 Fire protection for refuelling of aircraft per event (VG)           187.20 €  
31302 Guard duty per hour (HH)  upon request  
31303 Measurement (gas, radioactivity) per event (VG)             53.53 €  
31307 Fire brigarde inspection per person (PP)               5.72 €  
31310 Fire extinguisher inspection per event (VG)             39.22 €  
31312 Inspection and cleaning of breathing mask per piece (ST)             14.63 €  

31313 Inspection and cleaning of compressed air 
breathing apparatus per piece (ST)             36.78 €  

31314 Refill for compressed air breathing apparatus per piece (ST)             13.04 €  
31318 Inspection of PPE for falls from a height per event (VG)             55.76 €  
31325 Fire prevention training per person (PP)             98.37 €  
31326 Aircraft recovery (max. 5,000 kg MTOM) per event (VG)        3,638.98 €  
31327 Aircraft recovery (5,000 - 30,000 kg MTOM) per event (VG)        7,277.75 €  
31328 Aircraft recovery (over 30,000 kg MTOM) per event (VG)      14,555.18 €  

31329 Inspection of PPE for falls from a height - full 
body harness (EN 361) per event (VG)             22.90 €  

31330 Inspection belts EN 358 per event (VG)             10.60 €  
31331 Inspection PSA-arrestor/connector per event (VG)             10.60 €  
31332 Inspection harness system per event (VG)             53.21 €  
31333 Recovery dolly (ARTS 4/25 250 kN)  per event (VG)           759.17 €  
31334 Aircraft recovery swap body per event (VG)           996.72 €  
31335 Inspection of basket stretcher per event (VG)             45.37 €  

31336 Inspection of basket stretcher bridle  per event (VG)             30.42 €  
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Tariff Item Unit  Amount  
31342 Inspection of load-handling device and sling  per event (VG)             87.56 €  

31343 Aircraft fuselage transportation device (ARTS 
3/10 100 kN) per 30 minutes (HS)           445.20 €  

31345 Swap body: perforated steel plates, tank, 
foaming agent, shelving units per event (VG)           189.53 €  

31349 Commissioning of primary fire detector per event (VG)        1,557.78 €  
31350 Approval of fire alarm system per event (VG)           484.53 €  
31351 Fire brigade action due to false alarm per event (VG)           611.62 €  
31352 Aircraft fire fighting training per event (VG)  upon request  
31354 Removal of fuel or oil from vehicle per event (VG)  upon request  
31355 Removal of fuel or oil from aircraft per event (VG)  upon request  
31356 Malicious alerting of fire brigade per event (VG)        1,268.71 €  

31357 Deployment of a vehicle after severe weather 
or extreme natural events  per event (VG)           423.15 €  

31358 Inspection of ladders, steps and climbing aids per piece (ST)             37.52 €  
31359 Swap body - water, foam per event (VG)           240.41 €  
31360 Training PSAga per event (VG)           303.05 €  
31400 Equipment     

31401 1 fire extinguisher per commenced 
24hour (TA)             14.63 €  

31402 Fire extinguisher for training incl. Gas per event (VG)             76.74 €  
31403 Large ventilation fan per 30 minutes (HS)             45.37 €  

31404 Breathing mask / smoke hood (without mate-
rial)  per piece (ST)             38.90 €  

31406 Tow trailer platform per event (VG)           517.17 €  

31407 Lift pads, compressor and controller per 30 minutes (HS)             69.11 €  

31409 Emergency generator, chainsaw, exhaust 
ventilator per 30 minutes (HS)             27.56 €  

31410 Electric suction device per hour (HH)             69.22 €  
31411 Immersion pump, small per hour (HH)             33.81 €  

31412 Compressed air breathing apparatus per piece (ST)             41.55 €  

31414 Immersion pump, large per hour (HH)             34.45 €  
31500 Material     
31501 Oil-absorbing material per sack (SK)           117.45 €  

31502 Emergency stretcher beds including cleaning 
(excluding personnel) per piece (ST)             31.27 €  

31503 Fire extinguishing powder per kilogramme 
(KG)             11.66 €  

31504 Universal binder per unit (EH)           137.80 €  

31505 Water cost, supply, radar per cubic meter 
(CBM)               8.06 €  

31506 Oil mat per piece (ST)             21.94 €  
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Tariff Item Unit  Amount  
31507 Oil boom per piece (ST)           141.51 €  
31508 Oil binder, buoyant per bag (SK)           132.92 €  

31510 Carbon dioxide (CO2) per kilogramme 
(KG)               3.39 €  

31511 Respiration filter per piece (ST)           204.47 €  
31512 Rubber gloves per piece (ST)             45.05 €  

31513 Wide-neck barrel with tension ring, small (60 
litres) per piece (ST)             73.67 €  

31514 Wide-neck barrel with tension ring, large (200 
litres) per piece (ST)           153.81 €  

31515 Disposable chemical protection suit per piece (ST)        1,937.15 €  

31516 Disposable protection suit per piece (ST)           110.24 €  

31517 Consumable resources according to actual 
costs per piece (ST)  upon request  

31518 Air-fed contamination protection suit per piece (ST)        1,816.42 €  

41000 Security     
41100 Hourly rates for personnel     

41101 Special ID card with accompaniment (SmB) per hour (HH)           123.53 €  

41105 Security guard per hour (HH)             85.80 €  
41107 Doorsecurity "Tigergang" per hour (HH)             42.79 €  
41200 Airport ID Cards     
41201 First background check per event (VG)             40.00 €  
41202 Repeat background check per event (VG)             40.00 €  
41203 ID card material costs per piece (ST)             39.15 €  

41204 Processing charge for ID card application per event (VG)             48.18 €  

41205 Loss of identity card (first time) per event (VG)             77.88 €  
41206 Loss of identity card (repeat) per event (VG)           116.93 €  
41207 List/report per event (VG)           345.07 €  
41208 Printout report until 10 persons per event (VG)             20.79 €  
41209 Replacement ID card per event (VG)             13.53 €  

41218 ID card, day per commenced 
24hour (TA)             15.18 €  

41219 Administrative costs for ID card ordered but 
not collected per event (VG)             30.14 €  

41220 Charge for registration of security personnel  per person (PP)             20.00 €  

41300 Accessories Airport ID Cards     
41301 ID card holder per event (VG)               3.52 €  
41302 Metal ID card clip per event (VG)               1.54 €  
41303 ID card band per event (VG)               4.84 €  
41500 Authority acess / Marshalling     
41501 Access permit, day per event (VG)             13.99 €  
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Tariff Item Unit  Amount  
41502 Access permit, month  per event (VG)             69.96 €  
41503 Access permit, 3-month per event (VG)           144.37 €  
41504 Access permit, 6-month per event (VG)           238.29 €  
41505 Access permit, year per event (VG)           431.84 €  
41506 Failure to return vehicle pass per event (VG)             37.10 €  
41510 Marshalling from Gate 1 per event (VG)             45.90 €  

41531 
Special vehicle access to apron including per-
sonnel 
and vehicle security check and marshalling 
(first vehicle) 

per event (VG)           343.74 €  

41532 
Special vehicle access to apron 
for each additional vehicle (in conjunction with 
41531 only) 

per event (VG)             41.39 €  

41600 Closures     

41601 Lock cylinder with 3 keys (half type) per piece (ST)           274.79 €  

41602 Additional key for lock cylinder per piece (ST)             27.47 €  
41603 Working hours for key management per hour (HH)             87.24 €  

41604 Unlocking door by key management per event (VG)             43.68 €  
41605 Lock cylinder with 3 keys (double type) per piece (ST)           311.21 €  
41606 Replacement key per piece (ST)             49.01 €  
41607 Surcharge for key clips in special colours  per piece (ST)               6.90 €  
41608 Padlock per piece (ST)  upon request  
41700 Security training     
41701 iLearn / Avsec 24 per event (VG)             28.22 €  
42000 Passenger Service     
42200 Miscellaneous     
42202 Storage/Lost property per event (VG)             20.00 €  
42203 Lost property per event (VG)             20.00 €  
42206 Working hours for terminal service per hour (HH)             78.76 €  
42207 Storage of dangerous goods per event (VG)             25.00 €  
43000 Training     
43102 Dangerous goods training per participant per person (PP)           143.19 €  
43103 Ramp safety training per person (PP)             77.59 €  
43104 Attendance training per hour per hour (HH)           149.20 €  

43105 
Attendance training on day max 10 persons 
(e.g. also training for safety officers 11.2.5, 
LSKP 11.2.3.1b, LSK 11.2.3.5) 

per event (VG)        1,312.90 €  

43106 Cancellation training per event (VG)             23.90 €  
43107 Training classroom rental fee per event (VG)  upon request  

43110 Other security staff training (11.2.3.10) per 
participant per person (PP)           167.10 €  

43111 
Driving instruction airside manoeuvring area, 
Z0 per person (PP)           286.39 €  
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43112 
Driving instruction airside manoeuvring area - 
recurrent Z0 per person (PP)           143.19 €  

43113 Driving instruction airside apron area Z1/Z2 per person (PP)           143.19 €  
43200 Web Based Trainings per year             29.80 €  
45100 Staff     
45106 Airport Operations Supervisor per hour (HH)           195.49 €  
45310 Security escort service per person (PP)           202.51 €  
45600 Baggage     
45601 Storage of late-night baggage per event (VG)               2.45 €  
46000 Winter services     
46100 Equipment     
46101 Air blast runway sweeper per hour (HH)           403.75 €  
46102 Snow blower per hour (HH)           403.79 €  
46103 Boom sprayer per hour (HH)           216.41 €  
46104 Grit spreader per hour (HH)           216.41 €  
46105 Tractor with snow plough per hour (HH)           173.15 €  
46106 Wheel loader per hour (HH)           173.15 €  
46107 Dump truck for snow removal  per hour (HH)           216.41 €  
46108 Snow plough (small) per hour (HH)           173.15 €  
46109 Sweeper per hour (HH)           173.15 €  
46200 Personnel     
46201 Winter services staff per hour (HH)           135.52 €  
46202 Duty officer for winter services per hour (HH)           179.74 €  
46300 Material     

46301 De-icing fluid per kilogramme 
(KG)  upon request  

46302 De-icing granulate per kilogramme 
(KG)  upon request  

46303 Grit  per tonne (TON)  upon request  
51200 Leasing     

51201 Use of check-in desk (up to 500,000 checked 
passengers per year) per hour (HH)               7.24 €  

51202 Use of check-in desk (500,001 - 1,000,000 
checked passengers per year) per hour (HH)               6.73 €  

51203 Use of check-in desk (1,000,001 - 1,500,000 
checked passengers per year) per hour (HH)               6.22 €  

51204 Use of check-in desk (1,500,001 - 2,000,000 
checked passengers per year) per hour (HH)               5.71 €  

51205 Use of check-in desk (over 2,000,000 
checked passengers per year) per hour (HH)               5.20 €  

  
Permanent rental of check-in desk available 
for over 300,000 departing passengers per 
year. 

    

51250 Import of airline logo into FIDS per event (VG)           165.04 €  
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51400 Aircraft in Hangar A 

per sqm (lenth x 
width of the aircraft) 
and per 24 hours or 
part thereof 

 upon request  

58101 Filming/photography location viewing per 30 minutes (HS)             44.00 €  

58102 Photography / Filming support per 30 minutes (HS)             44.00 €  
58103 Photographs (basic charge) per hour (HH)           110.00 €  
58104 Photographs (each additional hour) per hour (HH)             88.00 €  

58105 Filming feature films, documentaries and ad-
vertisements (basic charge) per event (VG)           220.00 €  

58106 Filming (each additional hour) per event (VG)           190.00 €  

58107 Flat rate for coordination & administration 
Photography / Filming per event (VG)           100.00 €  

58108 Security personnel according to current daily 
rate Photography / Filming per event (VG)  upon request  

58109 Reference from Nuremberg Airport per event (VG)           220.00 €  
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